Introduction

Thank you for choosing Roman brand, Roman Bluetooth headset with stylish, powerful, compatibility, allows you to experience the truly wireless phone calls and enjoy music. It is your best choice whiles in your office, driving and outdoor activities.

Bluetooth wireless technology

Bluetooth wireless technology allows you to connect compatible communication device without cables. The Bluetooth connection does not need the phone and the headset to be in line of sight, but both devices should be within 10 meters (about 30 feet) from each other. Connections can be subjected to interference from obstructions, such as walls or other electronic devices.

The headset is compliant with the Bluetooth version V4.1/V4.0/V3.0/2.1+EDR (Enhanced Data Rate), and supports the following profiles: Headset Profile 1.1/1.2 and Hands-free profile1.5/1.6, A2DP/AVRCP. Check with the manufacturers of other devices to determine whether the device is compatible with the headset.

There may be restrictions on using Bluetooth technology in some locations. Check with your local authorities or service providers.

Get started

The headset contains the following parts ( vary depending on the specific model ) :

1. Indicating light(The light is red,green or blue);
2. MFB button(With telephone or power logo);
3. Volume button included + and − (Some of the headset does not support);
4. Charging port, earphone port(Some of the headset, charging port and earphone have the same port);
5. Ear hook;
6. Microphone port;
7. Earpiece;(Some of the headset, the ear pad can be interchangeable with Large, Medium, Small size);
8. LCD display;(Some of the headset support)
9. Vibrate;(Some of the headset support)
10. Buzzer;(Some of the headset support)

Before you start using the headset, you must charge it fully and connect the headset with a compatible phone or device.

Note: Parts of the headset are magnetic, metallic material may be attracted to the headset. Do not place credit cards or other magnetic storage media near the headset, because information stored on them maybe erased.

Roman Mono series headset support functions: making and
receiving a call
Roman Stereo series headset support functions: making and receiving a call/ listening to music/music control (previous and next song)/ Play and Pause/MP3/FM (Some of the headset support)

Basic operation
(Note: short press is to click the button once, twice press is to press the button twice as fast; long press is to hold and press the button more than one second)

Switch on Pairing:
1. In the off state, long press and hold the MFB button until the blue light or red and blue lights flashing alternately

Answer a call: when comes a call, some headsets have the TONE/Vibration/ buzzer tone/voice prompt/telephone number prompt, just press the MFB key shortly to enter Talking mode when hearing the buzzer tone.

Reject a call: when comes a call, long press the MFB key/ Volume +/ Volume - and release your hand until you hear a buzzer tone/voice prompt, then it will reject the call.

End a call: when in talking mode, press the MFB key shortly to end the call.

Volume Control: If your headset have volume control, when talking, short press the volume + to increase the volume, short press the button (here with buzzer or voice tone), it means that the headset enters into paring mode.

2. In the off state, press the MFB button, when you see the blue light flashing, or hear the voice prompted “power on paring”, then the headset enters into paring mode automatically.

Connecting: Turn on your mobile phone’s Bluetooth to search for the Bluetooth headset, find the model number, then please choose and confirm it and input password 0000 if needed (if the Bluetooth version is V2.1 or higher, no need to input the password), choose headset service to connect successfully.

Press volume- to decrease the volume.

Forward/backward Music control: when playing music by using stereo Bluetooth headset, press the volume sign (+) for 5 to 10 sec to get the next song, press the volume sign (-) to get the previous song. (Mono headset cannot support this function)

Pause playing: when playing music by using stereo Bluetooth headset, shortly press the MFB key to pause playing, shortly press the MFB again to go on playing. (Mono headset cannot support this function)

Setting music: If connected successfully, most mobile phone
automatically support playing music by using Bluetooth headset, but some mobile phone need to set it: when playing music, please choose Bluetooth A2DP service to play music. For more details, please refer to the User Manual of your mobile phone. (Mono headset cannot support this function)

**Talking Switcher:** when talking using Bluetooth headset, keep pressing the MFB twice or long press to switch to the mobile phone, repeat the above operation to go on talking with the Bluetooth headset.

**Re-dial last number:** when in a standby mode, press the MFB key longer or shortly press it twice to redial the last call.

**Voice Dialing:** when in a standby mode, keep pressing the MFB twice to operate the voice dialing on the mobile phone, enabled voice control. Then again keep pressing MFB twice to cancel it. (This function should be supported by mobile phone)

**Multi-point Function Operating:**

1. Using the paring way to connect with Phone A, then turn off the headset. Then continued to use the paring way to connect with Phone B, and turn off the headset again. At last, turn on the headset, do not enter into paring mode, the headset can connect with Phone A and Phone B automatically. Now the headset can receive the call from Phone A and Phone B. (Some of the headset cannot support)

2. Using the paring way to connect with Phone A, then turn off the Phone A Bluetooth function and turn off the headset as the same. Then continued to use the paring way to connect with Phone B, and turn on the Phone A Bluetooth function, the Phone A will be connected with headset automatically. (The phone should have the automatic return function)

**Paring way details as below:**

1. Press and hold MFB until the indicator light turns on in blue or red and blue lights flashing alternately.

2. Activate the Bluetooth feature on the Phone A, and set the phone to search for Bluetooth devices.

3. Select the headset from the list of found devices.

4. Enter passcode "0000" if prompted by the phone. If the headset pairs correctly you will hear a beep and the blue indicator light will flash, in some phones you may need to make the connection separately after pairing.

5. Turn off your headset.

6. Turn on your headset again.

7. Activate the Bluetooth feature on another Phone B and set the phone to search for Bluetooth device. Enter passcode
"0000" if prompted by the phone. If the headset pairs correctly you will hear a beep and the blue indicator light will flash, in some phones you may need to make the connection separately after pairing.

8. Turn off the headset again.
9. Turn on the headset; do not enter into pairing mode. Then you will find it connects the two mobiles successfully.

**Three-Way Call Setting:**

1. When on call and a new call comes, press MFB button once, end the current Call (A), and receive the Call (B); long press MFB button 3 seconds, can reject Call (B) to continue with Call (A) if you do not want to answer Call (B).

2. When on call and a new call comes, press MFB button once to end the current Call (A), receive the call from Call (B); long press MFB 1 second to hold on the current Call (A) and receive Call (B). Press MFB button 1 second again, then recover to Call (A). (Some of the headset cannot support)

**Restore Headset Factory Parameter Setting:**

The following steps can recover headset parameter setting.

1. Pairing status - The Blue indicator light or the Blue and Red indicators light alternatively, press MFB for 2 seconds then release it, the Blue and Red indicators will be flashing at the same time.

2. When the headset is in charging mode, press volume up or volume down until the Blue indicator flash three times.

3. When the headset is in charging mode, press MFB until the Blue or Red indicator flash.

**FM Mode:**

When the headset is in standby mode, press FM mode button or long press Volume down button, then enters into FM mode. (The headset should have FM function)

**MP3 Mode:**

When the headset is in standby mode, press MP3 mode button or long press Play/Pause button, then enters into MP3 mode.

**Turn Off The Headset:**

When the headset is working, long press MFB button until the Blue or Red indicator flash at the same time (with buzzer/voice prompt), then the headset turns off.
Charging
Charger:
Check the model number of any charger before using it with this device, the headset should be charged by certified charger.

Warning: Use only chargers approved. The use of any other types charger may damage the headset or dangerous.

Charging the battery
This device has an internal built-in, rechargeable battery. Do not attempt to remove the battery from the device as you may damage the device.

1. The Bluetooth Headset will emit an intermittent beep and flash Red indicator when the battery is running low and requires recharging.
2. When charging, the red light is on, the battery is fully charged may take about 2-3 hours. After fully charged, the indicator light turns blue or no light indicator, then you can disconnect the power to stop charging.
3. A fully charged battery will provide about 1.5-8 hours of talking time, 70-250 hours of standby time(depending on model). But the actual talking time and standby time may vary with different cell phone connection, usage settings, different methods and different environments.

Often problems and solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problems description</th>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can not start</td>
<td>The power used up</td>
<td>Charge the battery fully before use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Press MFB button too short</td>
<td>Press the MFB button for 3 seconds to re-start the headset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can not charge</td>
<td>Plug is not placed well</td>
<td>Check the Plug well</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Can not turn off
Operate a wrongly made of the headset/software error
Plug to charger to reset

Can not find the headset when searching paring devices
The headset is not in searching status
Set the headset in a searching status

Mobile phone Bluetooth software error
Turn off the mobile phones and re-start.
After sales service

Our company provides the guarantees in strict accordance with state regulations:
The warranty period is one year.
Our products do not provide unsalable goods refund, replacement services.
When met problems when using, please contact local sales agent to deal with, for the following circumstances can not guaranteed free of charge:
1. Fragile label altered, tore;
2. Touched by liquid, damaged by water
3. Deformed seriously by outside force
4. Damage by wrongly operation or bad reserved
5. Damage caused by Accident or carelessness
6. Damage caused by commercial purpose and with non normal using conditions
7. Other situation similar to the above

Warm Tips
1. To extend the battery life, Roman recommends charging its headset at least once per month.
2. Use only Roman-approved chargers, Unauthorized or Non-Roman chargers could cause damage to the headset.
3. Use only a moderate volume setting necessary to hear your conversation or music.
4. Do not wear headset while sleeping, so as to avoid damage to the device and your hearing.
5. Do not use mobile phone while driving. Roman recommends using its headsets to ensure your safety.
6. Keep your device and all accessories out of reach children. Some small parts may cause choking or serious injury if swallowed.

Nationwide Warranty Card
(For Buyer Reserve)

Warranty Conditions
Our company’s warranty period is one year, if you found any problem when using, please contact your local dealer for timely after-sale deal.

The following situations are without warranty:
1. If no warranty card and valid invoice
2. Over the validity of warranty period
3. Damage caused due to improper use and maintenance
4. Non-authorized repairer had dismantled
5. The labeling information on the warranty card is inconsistent with the goods
6. Damage due to force majeure